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FOR   IMMEDIATE   RELEASE   

Community   Coalition   Slams   Proposed   City   Budget   
“This   is   NOT   a   re-imagined   budget”   

  
[Berkeley,   CA]    A   growing   coalition   of   Berkeley   community   groups   took   to   the   steps   of   City   Hall   on   
Wednesday,   May   19th   to   express   their   deep   concerns   that   the   City   Manager’s   proposed   budget   does   not   
do   enough   to   redirect   funds   from   the   police   department   towards   emergency   mental   health   response   and   
alternatives   methods   for   dealing   with   non-criminal   calls   for   assistance.     
  

Members   of   the   Berkeley   Community   Safety   Coalition,   Latinos   Unidos   de   Berkeley,   the   Berkeley   Tenants’   
Union,   South   Berkeley   Mutual   Aid   Project,   Where   Do   We   Go   Berkeley,   Cops   off   Campus,   Berkeley   
Copwatch   and   Friends   of   Adeline,   while   having   diverse   missions,   are   united   in   calling   for   accountability   
from   Berkeley   Mayor   Arreguín   and   the   City   Council.   
  

The   current   proposal   not   only   fails   to   provide   funding   for   the   Specialized   Care   Unit,   a   non-police   response   
for   emergency   mental   health   response,   but   includes   an   increased   budget   for   BPD   of   $77.8   million,   $1   
million   for   security   cameras   and   almost   $1.4   million   for   increased   police   patrols   on   foot   and   by   bicycle.   
  

“This   budget   directly   contradicts   the   Council’s   promise   to   reduce   the   footprint   of   policing   in   our   city”   said   
Andrea   Prichett   of   Berkeley   Copwatch .    “After   thousands   of   Berkeley   residents   marched   for   change   last   
summer,   it   seemed   that   the   council   and   City   Manager   had   gotten   the   message   that   our   city   needs   to   
redirect   resources   away   from   police   and   towards   emergency   mental   health   and   other   alternatives   to   police.   
They   voted   to   ‘re-imagine’   public   safety   and   supported   a   goal   of   reducing   the   police   budget   by   50%.   
Clearly,   this   is   not   a   re-imagined   budget.”   
  

Berkeley   residents   can   expect   challenges   and   changes   to   the   budget   over   the   next   month   before   a   final   
version   is   adapted   at   the   last   City   Council   meeting   in   June.     
  

########################   
  

  
Berkeley   Copwatch,   formed   in   1990,   is   an   all-volunteer   organization   with   the   goal   to   reduce   police   violence   through   

direct   observation   of   police   and   holding   police   accountable   for   their   actions.   We   seek   to   educate   the   public   about   their   
rights,   police   conduct   in   the   Berkeley   community   and   issues   related   to   the   role   of   police   in   our   society   at   large.    For   

more   information   visit    www.berkeleycopwatch.org   
  

Full   list   of   our   demands   regarding   the   Specialized   Care   Units:     http://bit.ly/CopwatchCares   

http://www.berkeleycopwatch.org/
http://bit.ly/CopwatchCares


TALKING   POINTS   

NOT   A   “RE-IMAGINED”   BUDGET:   

● We   can   not   continue   to   direct   millions   of   unaccountable   dollars   into   a   racist   police   force 1    with   

supposed   training   in   de-escalation,   but   no   ability   to   successfully   demonstrate   that   training   or   display   

empathy   or   compassion.   They   must   not   be   the   first   responders   to   a   community   they   antagonize   and   

harass   on   a   daily   basis.   If   the   BPD   refuses   to   change,   then   we   must   change   where   we   direct   our   

city’s   precious   resources.     

  

● We   are   tired   of   seeing   those   living   with   mental   health   conditions   targeted,   harassed,   and   sometimes   

killed   by   police.   Justice   for   Kayla   Moore   and   Vincent   Bryant.   

  

● We   must   give   support   and   attention   to   the   need   for   a   powerful   and   well   funded   mental   health   crisis   

response   program   in   Berkeley.    Alameda,   SF,   and   Richmond   are   already   cutting   police   personnel   &   

allocating   funds   from   their   police   budget   to   mental   health   crisis   programs,   housing   programs   and   

tutoring   for   impacted   students   instead   of   cops   in   schools.     

  

● We   must   give   support,   attention   and   funding   to   existing   organizations   that   have   already   proven   

themselves   willing   and   capable   (Berkeley   Free   Clinic,   Voices   Against   Violence,   Suitcase   Clinic,   

NEED,   Where   Do   We   Go   Berkeley,   Homeless   Action   Center)   in   order   to   build   a   solid   structure   of   

support   across   the   city   and   make   for   a   smooth   implementation   of   the   SCU   with   funding   coming   

directly   out   of   BPD.   

  

● The   current   budget   proposal   includes   $1   million   for   security   cameras   and   lighting   in   areas   that   have   

been   identified   as   crime   “hot   spots”,   i.e.   inroads   from   the   surrounding   communities   of   color.   This   is   

racist   rhetoric   disguised   as   community   safety   and   we’re   sick   of   it.   Community   advocates   are   

challenging   the   tired   refrain   that   more   surveillance   will   make   our   community   safer.   We   need   to   

address   the   roots   of   crime   and   the   vast   array   of   unmet   needs   in   our   city.   

  

● More   bike   and   foot   patrols   are   proposed   in   this   budget   at   a   cost   of   almost   $1.4   million   dollars.   

Beyond   the   propaganda   value   of   having   “friendly”   cops   on   the   street,   the   actual   impact   on   

1https://www.cityofberkeley.info/uploadedFiles/Auditor/Level_3_-_General/Data%20Analysis%20of%20the%20City%20of%20Ber 
keley's%20Police%20Response.pdf   



community   health   and   safety   would   be   much   greater   if   these   funds   were   used   to   fund   the   Special   

Care   Unit   or   another   program   that   actually   provides   care   to   those   in   need.   

  

● This   budget   proposes   $4.4   million   for   police   overtime.   Last   year   the   Berkeley   Police   were   budgeted   

for   $2.3   million   in   overtime   and   they   over   spent   their   budget   by   more   than   $5   million.   We   don’t   

believe   that   mismanagement   of   their   overtime   budget   should   be   rewarded   with   increased   funding.   

  

● The   lack   of   transparency   and   accountability   by   BPD   has   eroded   the   public   confidence.   Advocates   

have   tried   to   gain   insights   into   how   the   BPD   administration   determines   the   need   for   staffing.   Is   there   

a   formula?   What   is   it   based   on?   Population?   Crime   statistics?   When   almost   10%   of   the   sworn   

officers   earn   over   $400,000   per   year   in   total   compensation,   the   public   has   a   right   to   know   EXACTLY   

how   these   resources   will   be   used.   

  

● What   measures   are   being   examined   to   determine   the   effectiveness   of   BPD’s   crime   fighting   

methods?   We   need   the   BPD   to   disclose   its   clearance   rates   for   crimes   in   this   city   and   how   often   they   

actually   even   investigate   crimes.   This   information   has   NOT   been   presented   publicly.   Its   long   past   

due.   

RE-IMAGINING   PUBLIC   SAFETY   TASK   FORCE   
FROM   THE   CITY   OF   BERKELEY   WEBSITE   
On   July   14,   2020,   the   City   Council   made   a   historic   commitment   to   reimagine   the   City’s   approach   to   public   safety   with   
the   passage   of   an   omnibus   package   of   referrals,   resolutions   and   directions   that   includes   the   following:     

1. Having   the   City’s   elected   Auditor   perform   an   analysis   of   City’s   emergency   9-1-1   calls-for-service   and   

responses,   as   well   as   analysis   of   the   Berkeley   Police   Department’s   (BPD)   budget.   

2. Create   plans   and   protocols   for   calls   for   service   to   be   routed   and   assigned   to   alternative   preferred   responding   

entities   and   consider   placing   dispatch   in   the   Fire   Department   or   elsewhere   outside   the   Police   Department.   

3. Analyze   and   develop   a   pilot   program   to   re-assign   non-criminal   police   service   calls   to   a   Specialized   Care   Unit.   

This   Specialized   Care   Unit   (SCU)   consisting   of   trained   crisis-response   field   workers   who   would   respond   to   

calls   that   the   Public   Safety   Communications   Center   operator   evaluated   as   non-criminal   and   that   posed   no   

imminent   threat   to   the   safety   of   community   members   and/or   Police   Department   or   Fire   Department   

personnel.   

4. Evaluate   initiatives   and   reforms   that   reduce   the   footprint   of   the   Berkeley   Police   Department   and   limit   the   

Police   Department’s   scope   of   work   primarily   to   violent   and   criminal   matters.   This   work   should   include   an   

evaluation   of   programs   and   services   currently   provided   by   the   Police   Department   that   could   be   better   served   

by   trained   non-sworn   city   staff   or   community   partners.   

https://www.cityofberkeley.info/RIPST.aspx


5. Aspire   to   reduce   the   Police   Department’s   budget   by   50%   to   generate   resources   to   fund   the   following   

priorities:   

○ Youth   programs;   

○ Violence   prevention   and   restorative   justice   programs;   

○ Domestic   violence   prevention;   

○ Housing   and   homeless   services;   

○ Food   Security;   

○ Public   health   and   Mental   Health   services   including   a   specialized   care   unit;   

○ Healthcare;   

○ New   city   jobs   

○ Expanded   partnerships   with   community   organizations,   and   

○ Establishing   a   new   Department   of   Transportation   to   administer   parking   regulations   and   traffic   laws.     

6. Engaging   a   qualified   firm(s)   or   individual(s)   to   lead   a   robust,   inclusive,   and   transparent   community  

engagement   process   with   the   goal   of   achieving   a   new   and   transformative   model   of   positive,   equitable   and   

community-centered   safety   for   Berkeley.   

7. Pursue   the   creation   of   a   Berkeley   Department   of   Transportation   to   ensure   a   racial   justice   lens   in   traffic   

enforcement   and   the   development   of   transportation   policy,   programs   and   infrastructure,   and   identify   and   

implement   approaches   to   reduce   and/or   eliminate   the   practice   of   pretextual   stops   based   on   minor   traffic   

violations.   

8. Analysis   of   litigation   outcomes   and   exposure   for   city   departments   in   order   to   guide   the   creation   of   city   policy   

to   reduce   the   impact   of   settlements   on   the   General   Fund.   

AUDIT    STATISTICS   
● Less   than   1%   of   all   calls   for   service   were   for   violent   crimes   and   that   55%   of   calls   to   Berkeley   Police   

came   in   on   their   “non-emergency”   line.   

● Berkeley   police   failed   to   capture   data   on   how   many   calls   involved   unhoused   people   or   those   with   

mental   health   issues   

● BPD   stopped   Black   people   at   a   significantly   higher   rate   than   their   representation   in   the   population   

(34   percent   compared   to   8   percent)   

● The   above   statistic   is   almost   identical   (36%   to   8%)   as   the   data   found   by   the   Center   for   Policing   

Equity   audit   released   in   2018,   pointing   to   a   clear   pattern   of   racial   bias   in   Berkeley   policing.   

● BPD   was   most   likely   to   search   Black   and   Hispanic   people   following   a   stop.   

● Traffic   events   made   up   the   largest   percentage   of   BPD   events,   27%,   i.e.   events   that   typically   involve   

enforcement   of   traffic   and   parking   laws,   and   management   of   traffic   flows.   In   addition,   these   calls   

may   involve   events   pertaining   to   vehicles,   such   as   collisions   or   road   hazards.   This   classification   also   

includes   pedestrian,   bike,   suspicious   vehicle,   and   vehicle   stops.   

https://www.cityofberkeley.info/uploadedFiles/Auditor/Level_3_-_General/Data%20Analysis%20of%20the%20City%20of%20Berkeley's%20Police%20Response.pdf


BUDGET    STATISTICS:     
● The   police   budget   was   increased   from   $77.2    million   up   to   $77.8   million   

● This   budget   is   a   retreat   from   the   goal   of   50%   defunding   that   the   council   agreed   to   in   July   2020.     

● Includes   $336,281   for   the   Office   of   the   Director   of   Police   Accountability   (Is   this   a   salary?).   City   

Council   did   not   select    any    of   the   recommendations   from   community   groups   for   the   interview   

process.   

● Includes   $4.4   million   for   budgeted   BPD   overtime.   BPD   overspent   on   overtime   by   $5   million   dollars   in   

the   previous   fiscal   year.   As   of   April   of   2021,   BPD   had   spent   80%   of   budgeted   overtime,   putting   them   

on   track   once   again   to   exceed   their   budget.   

● There   is   a   single   line   item   titled   “Public   Safety   Reimaging”,   with   funding   amount   listed   as   TBD.     

● There   is   no   line   item   for   the   Specialized   Care   Unit   which   community   organizations   within   this   

coalition   are   calling   for   funding   upwards   of   $3   million.     

● The   mayor   says   they   are   committed   to   funding   the   SCU   in   this   budget   cycle   in   June.   The   city   

manager   didn’t   even   list   it.     

● $150,000   Officer   Development   Training   Programs   (Fair   and   Impartial   Policing/Implicit   Bias/Hate   

Crimes).   Their   “training”   has   not   worked   for   the   last   10   years.   How   is   this   going   to   be   different?   Why   

do   my   tax   dollars   have   to   fund   another   failed   experiment   while   Black   lives   are   on   the   line?   

  

CITY   STATISTICS:   Homelessness   and   Mental   Health   
● The   Point-In-Time   count   of   homeless   individuals   in   Berkeley   takes   place   every   two   years.   Between   

2017   and   2019,   homelessness   in   Berkeley   went   up   by   14%,   exceeding   the   overall   state   increase   of   

only   9%.   The   2021   count   has   been   delayed   due   to   COVID,   delaying   needed   insight   into   what   many   

predict   is   a   growing   crisis.   

● 57%   of   Berkeley's   unhoused   community   is   Black   or   African   American   

● 45% 2    of   those   that   are   unhoused   identify   with   having   a   mental   illness,   and   25%   were   seriously   

mentally   ill   according   to   the   Annual   Homeless   Assessment   Report   to   Congress.   

● The   HOTT   team   was   funded   in   2017   with   $1   million   for   a   3   year   cycle   with   an   anticipated   clientele   of   

100   people.   Instead   they   served   533   people   over   that   cycle   (although   HOTT   failed   to   document   

2  US   Department   of   Housing   and   Urban   Development   (HUD),   The   2015   Annual   Homeless   Assessment   Report   (AHAR)   to   
Congress,   Office   of   Community   Planning   and   Development,   Abt   Associates,   November   2015,   
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2015-AHAR-Part-1.pdf     
Read   more   at:     https://mentalillnesspolicy.org/consequences/homeless-mentally-ill.html   
  

https://www.cityofberkeley.info/uploadedFiles/Clerk/5-17-21%20FY%202022%20Proposed%20Budget%20Presentation.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2015-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2015-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
https://mentalillnesspolicy.org/consequences/homeless-mentally-ill.html
https://mentalillnesspolicy.org/consequences/homeless-mentally-ill.html


services   for   approximately   the   first   year).   If   the   same   program   was   funded   today   and   adjusted   for   

inflation   and   actual   number   served,   it   would   receive   $11.9   million   per   year.   If   we   are   serious   about   

treating   mental   health   and   homelessness,   then   we   need   to   talk   serious   numbers.   

● The   Downtown   Business   Association   has   hired   “Street   Ambassadors”   who   operate   outside   any   Use   

of   Force   policy   and   are   an   armed   and   dangerous   squad   meant   to   target   and   harass   the   poor.   Our   

own   police   department   is   so   dysfunctional,   that   business   owners   have   had   to   turn   to   private   security.   

So   whether   it’s   City   Council   in   regards   to   BPD   or   the   DBA   in   regards   to   Street   Ambassadors,   the   will   

and   the   voice   of   the   people   are   ignored   and   shut   down   at   every   turn.   We   refuse   to   be   ignored   any   

longer.   

CITY   STATISTICS:   BPD   
● A   community   ally   filed   a   PRA   for   the   training   manual   for   BPD   dispatchers.   The   response?   They   

cannot   provide   it   because   they   do   not   have   one.   A   fully   funded   SCU   means   funding   for   well-trained   

dispatchers.   

● Berkeley   Copwatch   has   documented   escalated   violence   against   Black   residents   since   the   start   of   

the   pandemic,   some   of   which   has   resulted   in   ongoing   litigation.   BPD   is   not   transparent   in   attempting   

to   follow-up   on   outcomes   of   investigations   against   officers.   City   Council   does   not   acknowledge   any   

of   the   incidents   ever.    

● A   BPD   officer   fired   her   gun   at   a   car   holding   3   Black   teenagers   in   a   CVS   parking   lot   last   July,   in   

violation   of   BPD   Use   of   Force   Policy   300.   Miller   was   eventually   fired.   

● A   BPD   officer   shot   a   man   experiencing   a   mental   health   crisis   in   the   face   in   January.   Vincent   Bryant   

survived   and   litigation   is   pending.   The   officer   is   back   on   duty   with   no   acknowledgement   from   BPD   

and   no   comment   by   City   Council.   

    



SPEAKERS   AND   MEMBERS   
  

SPEAKING   ON   WEDNESDAY,   MAY   19TH   
  

Berkeley   Copwatch-    Andrea   Prichett   

Berkeley   Community   Safety   Coalition-    Moni   Law   

Where   Do   We   Go   Berkeley-     Ian   Rogers   

Cops   Off   Campus   -    Alecia   Harger   

Friends   of   Adeline-    Steve   Martinot   

LIST   OF   ORGANIZATIONS   THAT   HAVE   SIGNED-ON   

Berkeley   Copwatch   

South   Berkeley   Mutual   Aid   Project   

Latinos   Unidos   de   Berkeley   

Berkeley   Tenants’   Union   

Latinos   Unidos   de   Berkeley   

Where   Do   We   Go   Berkeley   

Cops   off   Campus   

Friends   of   Adeline   

Berkeley   Community   Safety   Coalition   

    



JUSTICE   FOR   KAYLA   MOORE   =   CARE   NOT   COPS   
  

OUR   DEMANDS   FOR   THE    SPECIALIZED   CARE   UNIT   

In   July   of   2020,   the   Berkeley   City   Council   voted   to   create   a   “Specialized   Care   Unit”   (SCU)   as   
an   alternative   to   police   in   cases   of   mental   health   emergencies   and   non-criminal   incidents.   

Our   current   emergency   response   system   needs   deep,   structural   change,   a   complete   shift   in   
the   paradigm   of   care   and   dignity   for   all:   

  

3   for   3:   Fully   Funded   and   Independent:    It   is   important   that   the   SCU   program   begin   as   a   fully-funded   program   in   

order   to   not   only   assess   but   achieve   optimum   impact.   This   means   a   well-trained,   dispatch   staffing   a   separate   phone   

line   where   mental   health   and   crisis   calls   are   first   evaluated   and   then   routed   to   Emergency   Care   Providers,   and   not   

BPD.   We   also   call   for   independence   from   other   existing   city   structures   that   are   irrelevant   to   mental   health    or    have   

expressed   their   own   inability   to   handle   the   current   crisis   in   Berkeley;   i.e.   the   Fire   Department   and   the   Berkeley   

Mental   Health   Department.   In   order   to   realize   this   vision   we   are   calling   for   “3   for   3!”,   a   3   year   pilot   program   with   an   

annual   budget   upwards   of   $3.5   million.   

Defund   BPD:    As   these   are   services   that   BPD   will   no   longer   provide,   it   is   logical   that   this   funding   come   out   of   the   

Berkeley   Police   Department   budget.   In   moving   these   funds   out   of   a   larger,   umbrella   institution   (BPD)   and   into   a   

focused   program,   specially   designed   and   equipped   to   respond   to   mental   health   and   non-criminal   crisis,   Berkeley   has   

the   potential   to   save   upwards   of   $8.5   million*   in   public   safety   costs.   Directing   budget   allocations   away   from   BPD   and   

into   Care   not   Cops   would   demonstrate   a   good   faith   effort   by   Mayor   Arreguín   and   the   Berkeley   City   Council   to   

approach   their   stated   goal   of   defunding   BPD   by   50%   overall.   * https://whitebirdclinic.org/what-is-cahoots/   

Culturally   Relevant   Care   with   Input   from   Impacted   Communities:    From   protocol   design,   to   hiring,   to   

implementation,   prioritize   the   input   of   those   impacted   by   this   program.   Emphasize   approaches   that   center   human   

dignity,   harm   reduction,   de-escalation,   and   transformative   justice   and   hire   mental   health   professionals   with   adjacent   

experience.    “Nothing   about   us,   without   us.”   

Wrap   Around   Services:    The   SCU   must   be   one   piece   of   a   city-wide   initiative   to   end   the   cycle   of   mental   health   

incarceration,   release,   and   repeat.   From   the   planning   stages,   integrate   communication   between   programs   and   

departments,   setting   the   stage   for   ongoing   treatment   and   long-term   care.   Only   by   committing   to   a   complete   and   

accessible   structure   of   support   can   we   hope   to   achieve   lasting   and   substantive   change.   

Transparency   and   Evaluation:    Regularly   evaluate   the   SCU   for   efficacy   and   best-practices.   Creating   a   culture   of   

transparency   and   the   use   of   data   driven   accountability   will   raise   trust   and   awareness   throughout   the   City   of   Berkeley.  

https://whitebirdclinic.org/what-is-cahoots/


BERKELEY   COPWATCH   CARES   ABOUT     
CARE   NOT   COPS   AND   YOU   SHOULD   TOO   

WHY   WE   HAVE   DEMANDS   FOR   THE   SCU   

  

Of   course   Copwatch   is   in   favor   of   defunding   the   police   as   a   stepping   stone   to   complete   structural   change.   

The   safest   neighborhoods   are   not   those   with   the   most   police,   but   those   with   the   most   resources.   So   why   

do   we   want   to   see   that   money   going   into   the   SCU?   Why   does   Copwatch   CARE   about   Care   NOT   Cops?   

First   and   foremost,   we   are   tired   of   seeing   those   living   with   mental   health   conditions   targeted,   harassed,   

and   sometimes   killed   by   police.   As   witnesses   to   the   activities   of   our   police   in   our   streets   we   see   this   day   in   

and   day   out.   We   also   know   that   “45% 3    of   those   that   are   unhoused   identify   with   having   a   mental   illness,   and   

25%   were   seriously   mentally   ill.”   Here   in   Berkeley   57%   of   our   unhoused   community   is   Black   or   

African-American.   So   Care   NOT   Cops   is   about   equity.   It   is   about   race.   It   is   about   healing   trauma   and   

erasing   stigma.   And   it's   about   NOT   letting   a   racist   police   force 4    with   supposed   training   in   de-escalation,   but   

no   ability   to   successfully   demonstrate   that   training   or   display   empathy   or   compassion   be   the   first   

responders   to   a   community   they   antagonize   and   harass   on   a   daily   basis.   

Secondly,   through   observing   and   documenting   the   police,   all   Copwatch   volunteers   learn   from   our   ongoing   

interactions   and   conversations   with   marginalized   and   impacted   communities   .   Some   of   us   have   even   more   

direct   experience   with   mental   health   in   our   lives,   either   from   a   policy   perspective   or   personal   experience.   

Berkeley   Copwatch   is   composed   of   homeless   outreach   workers,   a   Mental   Health   Commissioner,   a   former   

City   Council   member,   therapists,   lawyers-in-training,   veterans,   college   students,   bike   mechanics,   mothers,   

musicians,   business   owners,   the   unhoused,   the   housed,   agnostics,   the   spiritually-minded.   But   most   

importantly   we   are   just   members   of   the   Berkeley   community   and   THAT   is   what   gives   us   the   right   to   CARE   

about   what   goes   on   in   our   city,   to   WANT   to   be   involved   in   holding   our   city   accountable   and   to   DEMAND   

that   Berkeley   provide   CARE   NOT   COPS.   
  
  

3  US   Department   of   Housing   and   Urban   Development   (HUD),   The   2015   Annual   Homeless   Assessment   Report   (AHAR)   to   
Congress,   Office   of   Community   Planning   and   Development,   Abt   Associates,   November   2015,   
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2015-AHAR-Part-1.pdf     
Read   more   at:     https://mentalillnesspolicy.org/consequences/homeless-mentally-ill.html   
  

4https://www.cityofberkeley.info/uploadedFiles/Auditor/Level_3_-_General/Data%20Analysis%20of%20the%20City%20of%20Ber 
keley's%20Police%20Response.pdf   
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